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SELL STUFF, MAKE MONEY.2 Business Ideas to Help You Quit Your Day Job.What you'll

get:SHOPIFY FB ADS- The 6 point criteria to follow when trying to find the best products to

sell- How to easily know if you should sell a product or not- How to never worry about shipping

and inventory problems- How to create a shopify store from scratch- How to set u your product

listing- What is an "obvious market" and why you should sell these kind of products now!- How

to create your first Facebook ad from A-Z- How to evaluate the ad results and what to do with

each outcomeYOUTUBE AFFILIATE MARKETING- The entire process of making money as a

newbie Youtube affiliate- Where to find the product to sell on Youtube- The 4 point criteria you

need to use to guarantee you'll only sell best-selling products- How to create a video review

step by step- Some examples of product reviews to copy- The simple little trick that will

increase your traffic by over 30%- How to upload your videos the right way!- How to rank #1 on

Google and Youtube for your product search termYou have two choices right now. 1 - You can

"trial and error" your way to success, and waste time and money in the process (lame is you

ask me).2 - You can learn from my own experience, follow a step by step instruction and

achieve success 3x faster!THE CHOICE IS UP TO YOU.Choose Today!Scroll Up & Grab Your

Copy Now!

From School Library JournalGr 3–7-The second in Applegate's "Endling" series continues her

enchanting world-building with a cast of characters that support and bring out the best in each

other. Byx, possibly the last of her magical kind, continues her journey with a pack of unlikely

confederates in hopes of finding at least one other dairne like her. Dairnes always know when

someone is telling the truth, and the ruling despot wants to use this to his advantage. But he

also wants to controls their population. Byx's faithful group of human and animal friends

intrepidly venture through tunnels, volcanoes, and even to the depths of the sea to find a

rumored colony of dairnes. Along their travels they meet different species who subvert their

preconceived notions, or are experiencing abuse and enslavement in the midst of the nascent

war. The strength and talents of the group are tested, sometimes violently, against magical

obstacles and sharp arrows. Each member of Byx's band has a moment of doubt regarding

their ability in the face of danger, and readers will appreciate their inner and outer journeys to

become heroes in their own right. VERDICT Timely issues combine with dynamic action and

charming characters in this captivating sequel. The backstory provided makes this a solid read

even for those who haven't read the first entry. Make some shelf space for multiple copies of

this series.-Lee De Groft, Jamestown High School, Williamsburg, VA --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.ReviewPraise for Endling #2: “Themes of conservation, war, and human

trafficking are skillfully interwoven into a world of magic and wonder. This second installment

will have readers salivating for a third. Simply sublime.” -- Kirkus Reviews (starred

review)“Themes of truth, sacrifice, and unity are pitted against that of corrupt power fueled by

murder and ideas of species superiority. Applegate’s commentary on the need for diversity and

understanding is clear but not heavy handed. Byx must learn to lead herself—and readers will

follow without hesitation.” -- ALA Booklist“Endling: The First has so much to offer: suspense,

drama and deep emotion, not to mention high stakes. It’s set to be the book of the summer.” --

New York TimesPraise for Endling: “Applegate effortlessly constructs her fantasy world, briskly

moving readers through its imaginative details while creating winning, unique characters. This



epic series starter is a bracing, propulsive read that will be a challenge to keep on the shelf.” --

ALA Booklist (starred review) “Fantasy lovers are in for a treat with this smartly paced,

enthralling adventure. The heart and courage Byx and her companions must find as they stand

up against unimaginable odds will inspire and delight. A sweeping fantasy epic that will have

readers clamoring for a follow-up.” -- School Library Journal (starred review) “Applegate

skillfully builds a fully realized world of intrigue and wonder without ever letting up on the story’s

quick pace. Themes of genocide, conservation, and magic are interwoven, providing thought-

provoking questions for astute readers. A savvy choice for readers of fantasy.” -- Kirkus

Reviews (starred review) “The gripping first installment of Applegate’s new fantasy trilogy

assembles a motley crew in a suspenseful, tautly drawn quest. Persuasive emotional

underpinnings give depth and urgency to the adventure as the team unites against sinister

forces.” -- Publishers Weekly(starred review)“Endling: The Last blends careful and often lovely

prose into a wild, fast-paced fantasy. Readers will fall in love with Byx and race with her

through Nedarra, breathless and eager, thinking deeply all the way.” -- New York Times Book

Review“The first book in a new series, this volume will whet readers’ appetites for more of

Byx’s fascinating world and the next stage of her quest. Give this to lovers of animal fantasies

and environmentally minded readers.” -- Bulletin of the Center for Children’s BooksPraise

for The One and Only Ivan: “Will capture readers’ hearts and never let go. A must have.“ --

School Library Journal (starred review) --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the

Back CoverIN BOOK TWO OF KATHERINE APPLEGATE’S EPIC FANTASY ADVENTURE,

BYX WILL BECOME THE FIRST TO LEAD A REVOLUTION.Byx never expected she’d be the

first.The first of her pack to befriend a human.The first to defy the ruler of their kingdom and

live to tell the tale.Byx always feared being the last dairne. The endling.Now she is the first to

journey into the unknown.And the first to uncover a deadly secret.She will become the first to

change everything. BYX fears she’s the last of her kind, the endling. But legend tells of a place

with a hidden dairne colony. So she’s on a journey into the snow-covered mountains of the

country of Dreyland to find them, along with her friends:Loyal TOBBLE,Brave and resourceful

KHARA,Wise but deadly GAMBLER,and RENZO the magical thief.As the threat of war grows

across the lands, they will face untold dangers at every turn. And when a treacherous plot that

could bring both Byx’s dreams and the creatures of their world to the brink of extinction is

revealed, they may just become the unlikely leaders of a rebellion.--This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorKatherine Applegate is the Newbery Medal-winning and

#1 New York Times bestselling author of numerous books for young readers, including The

One and Only Ivan, The One and Only Bob, Crenshaw, Wishtree, the Roscoe Riley Rules

chapter books series, and the Animorphs series. She lives with her husband, who writes as the

author Michael Grant, and their children in California.Website:

www.katherineapplegate.comTwitter: www.twitter.com/kaaauthorFacebook: https://

www.facebook.com/kaaauthorInstagram: https://www.instagram.com/kaaauthor/--This text

refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside FlapIN BOOK TWO OF KATHERINE

APPLEGATE'S EPIC FANTASY ADVENTURE, BYX WILL BECOME THE FIRST TO LEAD A

REVOLUTION.Byx never expected she'd be the first.The first of her pack to befriend a

human.The first to defy the ruler of their kingdom and live to tell the tale.Byx always feared

being the last dairne. The endling.Now she is the first to journey into the unknown.And the first

to uncover a deadly secret.She will become the first to change everything. BYX fears she's the

last of her kind, the endling. But legend tells of a place with a hidden dairne colony. So she's on

a journey into the snow-covered mountains of the country of Dreyland to find them, along with

her friends:Loyal TOBBLE,Brave and resourceful KHARA,Wise but deadly GAMBLER,and



RENZO the magical thief.As the threat of war grows across the lands, they will face untold

dangers at every turn. And when a treacherous plot that could bring both Byx's dreams and the

creatures of their world to the brink of extinction is revealed, they may just become the unlikely

leaders of a rebellion.--Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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SOCIAL MEDIASELLING Sell Products via Shopify FB Ads& YouTube Affiliate

MarketingSHOPIFYFB ADSYOUTUBEAFFILIATE MARKETINGAndy FairchildSHOPIFYFB

ADS(for Newbies) The 3 Step Process to Make Money Selling Products on Shopify… Without

Worrying About Shipping & Inventory Andy Fairchild TABLE OF

CONTENTS Introduction Overview 1 – Find the Perfect Product 2 – Creating Your Shopify

Store 3 – Selling via Facebook Ads ConclusionIntroduction There are a lot of ways to make

money online, and in this book, I’m going to show you one of the most straightforward ways to

make money from home. What do I mean by that? It means that the process is very

simple. There’s no complicated algorithm or marketing skills required. You just have to follow

my instructions and you’ll end up with a profitable and new e-commerce business. The

business model that I will teach you is all about dropshipping. It basically means that you don’t

have to worry about shipping and inventory. You never have to see or touch the products. Plus,

you only have to buy the product when the original buyer (your customer) orders from you. The

only investment that you’re going to make are: 1 – Shopify monthly payments (which is around

$29 per month w/ free trial) 2 – Facebook Ads (which is around $5 per day to test a specific

product) If you can invest a little bit of money, then you can make more money in the near

future. PS. – Please know that this training is EXCLUSIVELY for beginners only. If you already

have lots of experience online, then this book will be useless to you. Hey, I’m just being honest

here.Overview 3 simple steps, that’s all you need. 1 – Find the Perfect Product The first one is

to find a product that is more likely to sell on Facebook. I’m also going to show you the exact

criteria to use when you’re looking for the perfect product. 2 – Creating Your Shopify

Store Once you got the product chosen, you’ll then create a shopify store. Don’t worry if you

know nothing about website or any technical stuff (I don’t know that much either). But I can

teach you the basics which is everything you need anyway, 3 – Selling via Facebook AdsThe

last step is to start creating your ads. I’m going to teach you how to do this via a live

example. So you’ll watch as I create an advertisement on Facebook. That’s it. Follow these 3

steps and go prosper!Chapter 1 – Find the Perfect Product 90% of my products comes from

Aliexpress. Here’s a 6 point criteria that I use every time I’m looking for a product to sell. 1 –

Price is between $1-$10 2 – There’s already a huge market on Facebook 3 – Light in weight 4

– It must ship via e-packet 5 – Seller must have 2 diamonds in ranking 6 – There must be

product variation I’ll explain all of these later via examples. You don’t necessarily have to have

all of the criteria’s checked. But the more criteria you hit, the better chances you’ll have on

choosing a good product. Ok, let me explain this via 2 examples. #1 – BEST-SELLING

CATEGORY. The first thing I always do is just go to the bestselling category and just browse

products. It’s a good practice to just browse around and reverse engineer products. For

example, let’s say you see this WINE IPHONE CASE while doing your research. Ask yourself,

who are the people likely to buy this product? WINE LOVERS AND DRINKERS. Duhhh. How

about this bag? It’s a little bit harder since anybody can pretty much use this. But if you reverse

engineer it even more. Then you’ll find that the people likely to buy this bag are: Male

professionals Probabaly 22-28 years old Now, you have a market for your product. If you’re just

getting started, I recommend that you choose obvious products like the iphone case. Now, let’s

run it in our criteria. WINE IPHONE CASE (search it on Aliexpress.com) 1 – Price is between

$1-$10 Yes. People are more likely to buy cheaper products on Facebook. 2 – There’s already

a huge market on Facebook Yes, there are tons of fan pages related to wine. 3 – Light in

weight Yup. Can’t get any lighter than that. 4 – It must ship via e-packet We want e-packet
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